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view that the result of the visit was that the alliance would be
completed by economic conventions then being negotiated.
STATUTE OF AUTONOMY FOR EASTERN GALICIA
One of the things which occupied the serious attention of the
Nowak Government from the outset was the elaboration of a
statute dealing with the autonomy of Eastern Galicia, and it
remitted the matter to a Commission of Specialists, the work of
which was further facilitated by Glabinski, the leader of the
Right, submitting a proposal setting forth the general principles
respecting the autonomy of the wojewodies (counties). The whole
question was brought before the Seym on September 26, and the
Statute was voted the following day. By it Eastern Galicia was
divided administratively into three autonomous wojewodies—
Lwow, Stanislavov and Tarnopol—each of which was given a
county Seymik (little Seym or Dietine) to deliberate on adminis-
trative and other affairs of local interest. In each Seymik the
Central Government was represented by the voievode, who had
the right to take part in the debates and of suspending them if
infringing the general laws of the Republic. The Poles and Ukrai-
nians elected their representatives separately; the Poles and
Ukrainians thus elected formed each a curia within the Seymik,
but sitting apart and discussing such matters as were of particular
interest to each alone; they met together only when matters
interesting to both were discussed. The respective rights of the
two nationalities were guaranteed concerning languages, schools,
and the distribution of posts. Two special Departments were to
be created in connection with the Ministry of Public Instruction
and Cults; these were to be staffed by Ukrainians; one was to
deal with questions concerning the Uniate Eastern Church (in
communion with Rome, but using the Eastern Rite), and the
other with public instruction in Ukrainian. Nowak described the
Statute as conferring a "large autonomy on Eastern Galicia"—or
"Eastern Little Poland," as all Poles called it—"in accordance
with the justice and tolerance which were the bases of Poland's
policy towards her National Minorities."

